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Founder Jeff McCloud pours a cup of Tie Guan Yin from a
decanter the company designed and manufactured in South
Korea.
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Five Mountains Tea Making Innovations
in the Organic Heirloom Tea Market
Thi-ca Bonilla
Five Mountains Tea imports 100 percent organic heirloom cultivar
teas; the plants from which its tea leaves are gathered are ancient
and indigenous, or are grown from cuttings from those original stock.
The company is the first retailer to package individual servings of
loose-leaf tea in fully biodegradable compostable packaging, made
of non-genetically modified wood pulp from renewable sources that
follow Ecological Forestry Practices, in which trees that are cut down
are replaced. Recently, Five Mountains started producing its own
fully compostable biodegradable tea bags, made of vegetable
cellulose plant based fiber, at its San Bruno Street warehouse.  

The company is named after the five mountains where tea was
originally grown and harvested in the Yunnan Province of Southern
China, and from where the company imports its leaves. The owners,
Jason Creech and Jeff McCloud, met in Asia in 1998, when they
crossed paths while on separate religious journeys practicing Buddhism as monks. 

McCloud had previously studied at Parsons Design School in New York.  He moved to the City to enroll at the San Francisco Art
Institute, lived with the painter and graffiti artist Barry McGee, and participated in the Mission School art movement before travelling
to Asia to practice Buddhism and study tea. 

While Creech was a philosophy student at Duke University he took a semester off to study Buddhism in Asia. The pair met, and
formed a friendship, based, in part, on a shared, profound, interest in tea and tea culture. They started their company ten years
later, in 2008, in response to what they felt was an absence of high-quality organic teas in the American market.

In addition to running their company, McCloud and Creech guest lecture on tea at the Culinary Institute of America at Greystone in
St. Helena, as part of the wine sommelier program.  Their lectures cover many aspects of tea, including its history, growing
regions, varietals, processing methods, and preparation.

Starting this month Williams-Sonoma stores will carry a co-branded label of Five Mountains’ tea.  Five Mountain teas are also
available at Plow, Piccino, Flour + Water, Good Eggs, and Farley’s, among other places, with plans for further expansion to
gourmet grocery stores. The company’s teas can be also found at five-mountains.com.
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